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are somehow results of daily temperature changes. There are, however, a number of other causes of slight pressure changes/ but apparently only the following have any appreciable value:
1. Horizontal Flow of the Atmosphere from the Regions Where It Is Most Expanded toward Those Where It Is Most Contracted.—The exact hour at which the atmosphere is warmest, and most expanded, depends upon a variety of circumstances, but on the average it is approximately at 4 p. m. Hence, in general, at about this time the amount of air overhead, counting from sea level, should be least, and, therefore, at this hour a sea-level barometer should have its lowest reading. On the other hand, lowest temperatures and maximum contractions obtain soon after drawn, or shortly before 6 a.m. throughout the year, near the equator, and everywhere at the time of equinox.
The 24-hour swing of the barometer, therefore, does not appear to be of even period, but, rather, of intervals that are to each other, roughly, as 5 to 7. To be sure, the barometer is lower at six o'clock in the afternoon than at the same hour of the morning, and, hence, one may assume an even period 24-hour swing, with a morning six o'clock maximum and evening six o'clock minimum, and partially correct this regular curve (the correction is never perfect) by the superposition of one or more additional sine curves of convenient periods. But, this approximation to the true curve does not prove the existence of actual forces with the periods assumed.
It appears, then, that the physical causes of the 24-hour component of the diurnal pressure changes are such as to give a morning maximum at about six o'clock and an afternoon minimum at about four o'clock. The above causes of pressure change, however, do not account for either of the ten o'clock maxima.
2. Interference by Vertical Convection with Free Horizontal Plow — It was long ago suggested, by Abbe,2 that convectional interference is the principal cause of the forenoon maximum pressure. Presumably, it is at least a contributing factor.
Let the mass m of air be near the ground and have the horizontal velocity v, and let the larger mass AT be at a higher elevation and have the greater velocity V in the same direction. If, now, these two masses should mingle in such manner as to be free from all disturbance, except their own mutual interference, the resulting final velocity U in the same direction, would be given by the equation
u = mv "*" JCZ
m + M~}
and there obviously would be no check in the total flow-no damming up and consequent increase of pressure.    But this simple mixing of the
1 HUMPHREYS, Butt. Mt. Weather Observatory, 5; 132   1912 - "Preparatory Studies,33 pp. 8 and 56, 1890.

